COVID-19 Precautions & Preparations
We realise that for many of you there are clearly going to be some concerns about starting to
travel after lockdown. We would therefore like to reassure you that whilst staying at our B&B,
our main objective is to ensure that you can enjoy your stay with us but with the peace of mind
that we are doing everything that we can to keep our guests and ourselves safe during these
challenging times.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic we have enhanced our already high standards to a
new level and the changes we have implemented are based on the National guidance.
However, it is only through our collective efforts that we can successfully combat the spread of
COVID-19 and keep each other safe and healthy.
We will be reducing our room capacity to one room at a time initially, unless the booking is for
a family travelling together. Regrettably, during this initial stage, we have also taken the
decision to restrict bookings to a minimum of 2 nights and will not be accepting last minute
bookings. Please be aware that we may need to cancel your reservation at short notice if
required to do so.
•

Antibacterial hand sanitiser is available for your use on arrival at the front door and we ask
that you use this when exiting and entering the house.

•

Please respect the recommended social distancing measures

•

The highest food safety standards will continue to be maintained

•

We have cleaned your bedroom with extra care and sanitised appropriate surfaces

•

We have removed non-essential items from the bedrooms such as additional pillows and
duvets to minimise any contamination risk. However, should you need anything, please ask.

•

Please ensure hand washing measures are adhered to especially before coming into breakfast

•

You are welcome to use the lounge but could we please ask that you take any personal items
back to your room with you. If you do select any information leaflets then please also either
keep them or bin them.

•

Finally, please do not arrive at our B&B if you have recently been in contact with another
person who has tested positive for Covid 19 or if you or any of your party have a temperature
of 38 degrees or above or are showing signs of any other symptoms relating to Covid 19.
We hope that you will appreciate that some of the changes we will have to make are necessary
steps and as always, we will do our utmost to ensure you have a safe and pleasant stay.
We look forward to welcoming you to our home.

